June 2016

General Managers Report by Steve Lee
Dear Growers,

reach the current estimate of 50,000t
at 10% moisture (or 46,600t at 3.5%).
This would put Australia back on top of
the international production rankings
after a difficult growing season in
The fine weather has allowed growers
South Africa. Early reports are that the
to harvest without interruption
South African crop could be down by
throughout March, April and May. This
as much as 20% on the 2015 crop. This
is great for growers and our customers
is sure to put pressure on global
who are desperately seeking our
supply of macadamia products.
products to fill a globally short supply
chain. Please be mindful that delivery
Season Opening Function
slots are at a premium this time of year
The MPC Season Opening Day in
and that consignments being
March was well attended by
delivered on time maximises the
approximately 150 people who were
efficient use of our facility; there’s
given an update on what’s new at MPC
nothing worse than the conveyor
system sitting idle because a delivery is and on global markets and were then
late.
The 2016 season has started with an
avalanche of crop into the receival
hoppers at MPC.

treated to some extremely tasty
macadamia-inspired foods prepared
by Chef Clayton Donovan, (my
personal favorite was the macadamia
Rocky Road for desert). The feedback
received was extremely positive with
many people surprised at the high
standard of technology and hygiene
that we uphold.
The new pasteurizer was also a point
of great interest, not only because of
its impressive design and control
system, but because of the benefit that
this machine provides to MPC’s
growers. Whilst MPC has never had a
product recall, there have been some
well publicised food-borne illnesses in

The forecast for the next few days
looks to be wet—hopefully we’ll see
some steady rain with no orchard
damage or crop loss.
While average total kernel recoveries
were initially a little low to start the
season, they have now improved as
growers have moved beyond the 2nd
and 3rd harvest rounds. Unsound levels
are also decreasing. There was a lot of
late season insect pressure in orchards
which has resulted in insect damage
that is very difficult if not impossible to
see on the shell.
Growers are reporting fairly heavy nut
drop already with a reasonable
amount of crop remaining in the trees
which may see the Australian crop

One of the tour groups examining the operation of a colour sorter at MPC during the
season opening function
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other food products nationally and
internationally, involving organisms
like Salmonella and E coli. The cost of a
product recall can run into the millions
with many companies never able to
recover from the damage to their
brand reputation. With the new
pasteurizer at MPC, this is one less
thing that our growers need to worry
about.

Increase in Supplier Numbers
I would like to take an opportunity to
welcome the 20 new growers who
have committed to supply MPC this
year. I’m sure that our existing growers
will make you feel welcome at our
many functions. Don’t hesitate to
contact us if there is anything you
think we can do to help.

Email versus the postal system
the change to Australia Post’s delivery
charter has meant that posted
Consignment Quality Reports may not
reach your letter box for almost 3
weeks from the date of nut delivery. If
you want to be updated on the quality
and value of your deliveries the fastest
method is by email. If you haven’t
already advised MPC of your email
details can you please do so, as it’s not
only faster, it’s cheaper as well. Please
contact Jodie in reception to convert
your MPC correspondence to email
(reception@mpcmacs.com.au or 02
6624 3900).

ended up losing money which
affected their confidence in the tree
Larry McHugh, MMI
nut industry and caused cashflow
issues for some buyers. This has
caused some buyers to hold off on
Market remains strong
Sales of the 2016 crop have proceeded long term macadamia contracts in
case our product followed the others
quickly and the Australian crop is
already well sold. Most sellers are now price falls. It is now clear that this will
waiting until they have a firmer idea of not happen and the lack of kernel
availability means that it is essential
stock availability before committing
for buyers to sign contracts to secure
the small remaining part of the crop.
supply, as the remaining kernel
Australia’s crop is looking like it will
around the world is very quickly being
reach its forecast of 46,750 at 3.5%
committed.
Moisture Content (MC) (50,000t at 10%
Lower USD /AUD exchange rates
MC) and there may be a small upside
continue to help improve returns to
to this amount.
Australian growers and this is
Severe drought conditions in South
prompting investment in new planting
Africa have resulted in SAMAC issuing and existing growers are investing in
a revised crop forecast of 39,000t at
orchard improvement. This
3.5% MC with a likelihood that the
investment is resulting in dramatic
final crop size will be even smaller. The yield improvements in old orchards
previous forecast was 43,000t.
and we hope this will set Australia on a
Unfortunately the lack of rain will have growth path over the next 5-10 years.
flow on affects and the 2017 South
There is little doubt that Australia will
African crop is expected to be quite
be the world’s biggest producer of
small. As a result, at the end of 2016,
Macadamias in 2016 and 2017 and
world kernel supplies will be running
considering the current investment in
low and it is likely that kernel and NIS our industry we are likely to remain
availability in 2017 will be less than
very close to South African production
previous years.
for some time. This is good news for
The most significant event in the tree our industry as interest in our product
nut Industry this year has been the fall remains strong and makes the need to
continue to increase supply an
in Almond and Walnut prices. Many
imperative.
people who buy these nuts also buy
macadamias. Customers who were
MMI are continuing to work on
holding stock while prices fell have
creating new markets around the

Marketing Report

world. In 2016 we are expecting to sell
at least 8,500t of kernel sourced from
Australia, South Africa and Kenya. This
is equivalent to the combined Kenyan
and Hawaiian crops or the whole
Australian production in some of our
leaner years. We are using this kernel
to build the long term markets that
our industry needs as world
production grows. We are the leader in
this field and our continued growth
has resulted in the appointment of a
new Sales and Marketing Manager,
Eric Zhang. Eric started work with MMI
in January, he was born and raised in
China but is now living in Australia. He
is tasked with growing our market in
China and a number of other
countries.
The world first pasteuriser for macadamias that is installed and operating at MPC
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Macadamia
Production Course

below. Please note the order of topics
might change depending upon the
weather.

MPC is pleased to announce that we
have arranged with Alan Coates to run
a Macadamia Production Course. With
TAFE NSW no longer offering such a
course, MPC has worked with Alan to
develop and facilitate the course, as
we believe it is extremely valuable for
our growers and industry to have a
training program of this calibre
available.

This course is being offered by MPC at
a cost of $55 (including GST) per
person. This is a significantly
discounted price. As places are limited
to 25 people per course, we ask that
you contact Jodie at MPC reception via
phone 02 6624 3900 or
reception@mpcmacs.com.au to sign
up. If there is sufficient demand, a
second course will be arranged.

The Program will cover all aspects of
macadamia production – from
selecting a site and planting it out,
right through to managing older
orchards. As all of you have your farm
work to complete, we have split the
sessions up so that there is only one
class every fortnight. This will also
make it possible to have field visits
that cover most aspects of macadamia
production – harvesting, dehusking,
flowering and nutset, early nut
development and major orchard
works such as soil profiling and
pruning.

This course is offered to all growers
in the industry, not just MPC
suppliers. We offer this as a service to
not only MPC’s growers but to the
entire industry and would welcome
any grower to contact us to sign up.

This course will be run as 6 full days,
with a blend of theory and practical,
with all sessions being held on a
Tuesday. The course is set to start on
the 21 June 2016 and the last session
will be the 6 September 2016. The
classes will commence at 8:30am and
finish at 4pm. Each session will
typically be a morning of theory and
an afternoon of practical/in the field.
The class dates and topics are listed

The 2016 season is well underway and
it is timely to review the quality results
to date. This season we have seen high
levels of insect damage in many
consignments, especially those from
the Northern Rivers region and some
from the Macksville/Nambucca region.
When we have examined the kernel
samples the main culprit has been
spotting bug, with a small amount of
green vegetable damage mixed in
with it.

Date

The most common form of spotting
bug damage has been “blind stings” –
these are nuts that have been fed on
by FSB late in the season (typically late
December and January) and as a result
show no visible marks on the shell.
Key points are:


adult spotting bugs can feed on
fully mature nuts, as they
secrete enzymes when feeding
that allows them to penetrate
the hardened shell;



late season damage often does
not show up on the macadamia
shell, but the kernel has been
damaged. This late season
damage is often called “blind
stings”;

Fruit Spotting Bug the
Number one pest?
Kevin Quinlan, MPC, Craig Maddox and
Ruth Huwer, NSW DPI and Jarrah Coates,
Coates Horticulture

Course Outline
Session

Figure 1 shows the factory average
insect damage levels by month for the
past 3 seasons – 2016 is well and truly
the highest of the seasons and looking
at historical data it looks like it will be
the highest on record.

Factory Average Insect damage Levels for 2016
compared to previous seasons. .



There is currently no effective
late season monitoring system
available for spotting bugs. It is
best to use past experience, the
previous season’s factory
results, current weather
conditions and information
from your pest consultant to
determine a suitable late season
control program.



spotting bugs will continue to
feed in an orchard until there
isn’t any food available or a
more appealing food source
emerges;



you only need small numbers of

Topics – note the order may change
depending upon weather conditions

1

21/6/16

Course Outline, Industry Background & Progress, Tree
Characteristics,, Varieties, Site Selection and Orchard
Design.

2

28/6/16

Nut Quality, Nut Maturity, Nut Harvesting, Nut Storage &
Processing, Marketing and kernel assessment

3

12/7/16

Young Tree Establishment, Management & Pruning

4

26/7/16

Pest & Disease Management, Sprayer setup and
coverage

5

9/8/16

Tree Nutrition, Soil Health & Fertilizer Programs

6

6/9/16

Orchard Floor, Erosion & Canopy Management, Older
Orchard Management
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spotting bugs to have
significant amounts of damage;


the aim of a spotting bug
management program is to
reduce the population early in
the season, so numbers do not
build later in the season. A good
monitoring program will detect
activity early in the season and
identify the best time to apply
control strategies. As part of the
program a pest consultant will
determine the best control
options to balance all pests
present (eg, spotting bugs and
sigastus weevil).

Spotting Bug is the general name used
to describe the fruit-spotting bug
(Amblypelta nitida) and the bananaspotting bug (A. lutescens lutescens).
Both of these insects attack a wide
variety of horticultural crops, including
avocado, custard apples, lychee,
mango, passionfruit and pecans, as
well as many native and ornamental
fruit and nuts. Spotting bugs are not
the only bug species that attack
macadamia but they are the most
perennial problem in all growing
areas.

Fruit spotting bug feeding directly through the hardened shell to create a blind sting
(left) (courtesy NSW DPI) and the typical blind sting damage found in macadamias

Both types of bugs have the potential
to make significant proportions of the
crop worthless quickly, and as a result,
if you have suffered considerable
damage this season, you need to
develop a management system
(including the use of appropriate
control strategies) that will avoid this
damage in future seasons.

When are they present?

The aim of spotting bug management
is to reduce the population pressure
early in the season. This reduces the
number of eggs that hatch and the
number of adults and nymphs
available to damage your crop.
There are two to three generations of
spotting bug during the macadamia
nut development. The first egg laying
usually occurs in August/September
and the second in October/November,
with it taking approximately 42 days
for a spotting bug to develop from an
egg to an adult.

Most damage to macadamias occurs
between September and February,
Can spotting bugs feed on
with some of the thinner shelled and
later varieties being attacked all year if
fully mature nuts?
Once an adult, spotting bugs can live
spotting bug is left unmanaged.
Unfortunately yes. With their long
for up to six months. During the main
proboscis (feeding tube) and the
Research by the NSW Department of
summer period the adult bugs are far
secretions they exude from it, fruit
Primary Industries at the Centre for
more mobile in the orchard and can
spotting bugs can penetrate fully
Tropical Horticulture (CTH) Alstonville, invade and leave areas quickly. As a
mature nuts. In some orchards they
over several seasons and on several
few spotting bugs can do considerable
attack late in the season (January to
crops, has been able to link chemicals damage, this makes breaking their
early February) and damage the
in flowers with movement of female
breeding and feeding cycles crucial.
kernel.
fruit spotting bugs. These chemicals
The damage does not show up on the are known as “semio-chemicals or
karimones” and they signal to the
outside of the shell, but the kernel is
damaged. This makes it impossible to adult bug populations that the
macadamias are about to develop
identify and remove these damaged
nutlets. This is very important as the
nuts on a sorting table.
semio-chemcials allow the spotting
Green vegetable bug (Nezara viridula) bugs to know that if they now enter a
is also able to feed on mature nuts,
macadamia orchard and lay eggs, food
although it will not usually breed in
for their developing nymphs will be
the crop (like fruitspotting bug). Green plentiful.
vegetable bug has even been found to
Eggs have been collected in spring
feed on dropped nut if left
unmanaged. They invade from pasture from the flowers of many crops,
including mango, lychee, and avocado
legumes, soybean or passionfruit
crops and also have many weed hosts but none more than macadamia. As
Eggs of fruit spotting bug laid on early stage
very few eggs are laid, a small number macadamia florets August/September 2009 at
(especially black berry nightshade).
They are much easier to control if the of spotting bugs can do considerable CTH Alstonville (courtesy NSW DPI)
damage. This makes an effective
weed management is good on your
farm. This damage also does not show monitoring program a crucial part of
spotting bug management.
up on the outside of the shell.
THE NUTSHELL
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conditions during the growing
phase this season. Such conditions
are favourable for Fruit Spotting
Bugs (FSB) and can lead to increased
pressure during the season and
increased damage in nut sent to the
factory later on if they are not
controlled. Due to older, shaded
orchards on steep country staying
wet for long periods of time, it
meant some growers were unable to
access the orchard and apply
conventional control measures
when needed, which created
problems for control.
In addition to this it was a little more
difficult to get an accurate gauge of
FSB pressure pre shell hardening
due to an increase in Sigastus Weevil
pressure & control. This made late
season FSB assessment more
difficult. Currently as an industry we
don't have effective tools or
methods to evaluate Fruit Spotting
Bug populations after shell
hardening has occurred. I see
developing effective tools to
improve late season monitoring as
being vitally important for the future
of the industry” Jarrah said.

Monitoring and action levels

Typical fruit spotting bug cycle for macadamias. Note the months indicated for a
particular activitycan vary depending upon seasonal weather conditions and
crop growth stages.

Normally two applications of a
registered insecticide 4 weeks apart
during the spring build up and one
just prior to Christmas removes the
threat for the older Hawaiian
varieties. However when poor nutset
occurs in the September flowering
we often get a season with summer
and/or autumn flowering which can
immediately start another cycle for
the spotting bug. This virtually keeps
them in the macadamia orchard all
year resulting in higher damage. In
years like we have just had with
good rainfall over the spring and
summer period, spotting bugs are
able to breed on other hosts and
move into orchards later in the
season and do considerable
damage.

crop until the food source dries up
(i.e. nuts start to fall at harvest) or
they find an alternative food source
that is more attractive.
If your early season management
stops the nymphs from maturing
and the adults from reproducing
and feeding, you will reduce the
potential for late season damage,
which is very difficult to see or
remove from your nut in shell (NIS).

What contributed to this
season being a Medium-High
Pressure Season?

According to Jarrah Coates, a
Northern Rivers insect monitoring
specialist, Insect populations can
fluctuate according to seasonal
climatic conditions.
Once adult spotting bugs enter your
“Northern rivers macadamia growers
orchard (or are bred in your orchard)
experienced warm, wet & humid
they will not move onto another
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A small number of adult and nymphs
can do a lot of damage. This makes
monitoring and timely control
strategies crucial for spotting bugs.
It is best to monitor trees from all
areas of the orchard, but it is
important to pay particular attention
to trees adjacent to bushland and
‘known hotspots’. Experienced
scouts and many researchers have
found that spotting bugs will infest
the same areas consistently each
year. Most orchards tend to have
these areas, but only good spatial
crop records will provide this
information.
The conventional approach is to look
for green fallen nuts with internal
fresh damage. From December
onwards it is important to collect
nuts from the tree for damage, as
nuts damaged from this time
onwards will not be aborted.
The current monitoring protocol is
as follows:
Early in the season, sample at least
10 freshly fallen nuts from each tree
(and from December onwards
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sample nuts from the tree). The
number of trees examined will vary,
but you need to ensure you sample
enough trees to determine if
spotting bugs are present or absent.
One option is to monitor 10 trees in
known hotspots and then examine
trees randomly across the remainder
of the block. You must ensure a
minimum of 35 trees are monitored
in this arrangement.
According to Jarrah Coates, the
monitoring system changes for FSB
activity during the season. “During
the nut development stage which is
typically from October to December,
when the nut goes from pea size to
the beginning of shell hardening you
can gauge the level of FSB pressure
relatively accurately. This is done by
collecting fallen nut and cutting it
open to examine for distinct feeding
lesions on the inside of the husk and
the outside of the soft developing
shell. Samples of 10 nuts are taken
from multiple check points around
the orchard, with a rating of stung
nuts out of 10 for each check point.
Close attention to "hot spot" areas is
important. We have found our
approach has proven to be a reliable
method for assessing fruit spotting
bug pressure over the years.
However, after nut shells have
hardened off, stung nut is no longer
expelled from the tree. This has
proven to be problematic as we
currently we have no effective
manner to accurately check
(particularly in older trees) for fruit
spotting bug during this late stage of
nut development (Jan-Feb). In
younger trees scouting for live bugs
can be employed at this late stage
but is very difficult to do successfully.
The introduction of trap crops i.e
murraya hedges into orchard
systems has been of some assistance
but occasional inconsistencies in FSB
numbers between the hedge and
the orchard meant that direct action
decisions from hedge counts can be
inaccurate” Jarrah said.

shell or the kernel is shrunken. The
following photos show some typical
damage symptoms seen while
monitoring.
Some typical damage symptoms
seen while monitoring

Sectioned nut showing damage to the
soft shell and developing kernel

Spots on a young nut.

management together.
“Spotting bug and Sigastus Weevil
both primarily damage macadamias
during nut development.
Good results are achieved by
balancing pest levels, the optimum
time for control, environmental
conditions and economic
considerations. For example the
peak spotting bug damage period
and the optimum sigastus weevil
lifecycle development stage for
control do not always synchronize
with each other, but we work to
strike a balance. We have found that
combining the control of them
together with a well-timed spray
application (of a registered
insecticide) can be very effective”,
Jarrah said.
“Something to consider is that
chemical control measures for
Sigastus weevil will also have an
effect on FSB numbers. This may
mask underlying FSB pressure
during nut development and
therefore misrepresent FSB pressure
after sigastus weevil control has
finished, nut shells harden and so
decision making becomes more
difficult. It is therefore critical to
integrate monitoring results with
historical factory results for insect
damage and seasonal conditions”,
Jarrah said.

Control options
It is best to use an integrated
approach to controlling spotting
bugs. This system utilises cultural
practices such as trap crops,
beneficial insects and well-timed
Sectioned nut showing lesion on inside of
husk (nut removed) and Nut with glucose chemical applications.
rich exudates on the surface that appears

Chemical Control

Do you manage spotting
bugs in isolation or part of
an overall pest and disease
management program?

The currently registered chemicals
for the control of fruit spotting bugs
are shown in the table over (correct
as of 30 May 2016). Please note that
the listing of a chemical here does
not mean that MPC or NSW DPI
Integrating spotting bug
management into your overall pest endorses its use or recommends the
and disease management program is product. All users of agricultural
To monitor for damage, cut open the critical. If you just focus on spotting chemicals must be trained and all
nut and separate the husk, shell and bugs, you may end missing another applications must be made in
kernel. Examine each part for
accordance with label directions.
major pest that is in your orchard.
damage. Spotting bug damage
The use of trained and experienced
appears as a brown lesion on the
insect monitor’s is of considerable
inside of the husk. There may also be value as they focus on brining all
crinkled areas on the developing
aspects of pest and disease

THE NUTSHELL
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Currently Registered chemicals for spotting bug(s) control.
Chemical

Critical use comments

Acephate
(i.e. Orthene®)

Broad spectrum organophosphate, should not be
used at flowering. (not compatible with Trichogramma wasps (Mactrix).

Azinphosmethyl (i.e.
Gusathion®)

Broad spectrum organophosphate, should not be
used at flowering. Best used as part of a bulldock resistance management program (not compatible with
Trichogramma wasps (Mactrix).

Betacyfluthrin (i.e.
Bulldock®)

Only 2 applications per season of Bulldock should be
made.
Should not be used at flowering (1 spray is compatible with Trichogramma wasp use (Mactrix).

Methidathion
(i.e. Supracide®)

Methidathion is a broad-spectrum insecticide and
should be used sparingly not compatible with
Trichogramma wasps (Mactrix).

Trichlorfon
(i.e. Lepidex®)

Trichlorfon suffers from alkaline hydrolysis. If using
this product ensure you add a buffering solution to
your tank (eg LI700).

What about biological control?

harvest practices. Typically orchard
systems are a monoculture which
There are some known predators
has little diversity and supplies little
and parasitoids of spotting bugs.
habitat for other organisms. This can
Unfortunately there aren’t any
give rise to pest insect populations
effective biological control agents
going unchecked with an
commercially available, but research
abundance of food which results in
has commenced into this area. The
damage to the crop for the grower.
aim of the research is to find a way to
Generalist predators such as spiders
establish both parasitoids/predators
and highly specialized insects like
for the adult and nymphal stages
some parasitic wasps for example
and also the eggs.
can suppress some insect pests
Integration a key to effective potentially to acceptable levels of
damage.
control
Jarrah Coates believes integration is
a key to achieving a balanced
system.
“Trying to promote a stronger
support network for insects within
your orchard is a great goal.
Remember not all insects are "Bad" Beneficial insects can play an
important role for control of insect
pests with in orchard systems.
Diversity of plant species can
support greater overall numbers of
insects (especially Beneficial’s) within the orchard environment by
supplying food, habitat etc. This can
be achieved by leaving mohawk
strips of "weeds" down the middle of
interrows or by planting flowering
plants and ground covers in suitable
orchard locations that don't impede

THE NUTSHELL
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"Softer" chemical selection & spot
spraying are options that are
adopted when suitable. We aim to
balance late season spraying for
spotting bug with achieving
effective mactrix control of nut
borer, Jarrah said.

What makes an effective
control program?
Regular monitoring is the
foundations of a successful insect
management program. Monitoring
supplies information and the more
regularly information is gathered the
better informed decisions can be
made. Monitoring over time can also
establish trends and identify "hot
spots" for certain pest pressures
which can assist in the decision
making process. Monitoring can be
in the orchard or monitoring factory
reports to determine the major
problem areas in your orchard.
Timing of any orchard actions can
also play a critical role for success of
the desired objective. Reliable, well
maintained, calibrated equipment
that effectively, accurately and
efficiently performs required tasks is
key for optimum results.
A diverse, resilient orchard system
where a wide variety of control
options are employed provides a
more self-sustaining system with less
need for intervention.

According to Jarrah, “some other
factors that need to be considered
“The use of parasitoids to control FSB for a successful insect management
has been researched for many years. program include orchard
architecture, tree age, canopy
One of the best candidates is a
density and height, orchard
parasitic wasp called "Anastatus".
nutrition, orchard site / aspect,
Anastatus is an egg parasitoid i.e. it
lays its young into FSB eggs. The tiny surrounding environmental
pressures and the list goes on!.
wasp develops inside the FSB egg
consuming the developing bug and
emerges as an adult wasp ready to
search for more FSB eggs. Anastatus
is a bio-control we can utilize outside
the crop in FSB breeding areas
where we are unable to control FSB
with other means.
“Chemical control may be required if
FSB activity levels exceed acceptable
damage thresholds. Only registered
chemicals should be used and the
choice of chemical should be specific
to the target pest and label
instructions should be followed.
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Discount Machinery Filters
MPC has been offered the
opportunity to provide another cost
saving service to their growers.
The service offered by Neil Pearson
of Sydney Filters is for discounted
filters (Air, Oil, Fuel, Cabin Filters,
Drive belts and Domestic water
filters) for their orchard machinery
and home. Sydney Filters are an on
line business supplying a large range
of quality filters and belts to both
Fleet owners and individuals. Neil
has requested that MPC growers
contact his business by email and
provide a list of machinery that filters
will be required for. When the list is
completed a web page will be
developed for MPC growers to order
from. This list will be added to their
current extensive range. MPC
suppliers (in consultation with MPC)
will be issued with an individual/
unique code that will allow them to
receive a discount on products
purchased from this company. An
MPC grower who has purchased
filters from this supplier has said that
the filters were of good quality,
delivery was very prompt and the
prices were very competitive in
comparison with their usual parts
supplier. The current range of filters
and parts can be seen on their web
site by visiting www.sydneyfilters.com.au
To be involved in this offer, contact sales@sydneyfilters.com.au and
address your information to Neil
stating that you wish to have your
machinery type/model listed for the
MPC offer and provide him with a list
of your machinery stating year of
manufacture, manufacturers brand
and model.

Contact Mick Rolestone on 0429
387 390.

For sale by Tender
Quantity of used colourbond
roofing available - Inspection
available at MPC.
Tenders must be received by the
17 June 2016. Please place your
tender in an envelop at
Reception or email to
reception@mpcmacs.com.au
The successful tenderer must
collect the items by the 24 June
2016

Farm Chemical Users Refresher
Course
MPC will be co-ordinating a Farm
Chemical Refresher Course in
conjunction with TAFE (Wollongbar) for
all suppliers whose certificates are due
for renewal in 2016.
When: 17th November 2016
Where: MPC Factory Boardroom
Time: 8:30am-12:30pm
Cost: $135.00 payable to TAFE
Wollongbar on the day
As bookings are essential, please contact
Jim Patch on 02 6625 6309 or 0427 243
900 to arrange your place in the course .

MPC Premium Approved
Supplier Training
Course
MPC will be conducting a half day
training course for all MPC suppliers who
don’t have the Premium Approved
Supplier qualification. The free of charge
course will be conducted at the MPC
factory.

Wanted

When: Friday 21st of October, 2016

Dehusker – two or three scrolls in
working order. Will consider
associated ancillary equipment.

Where: MPC Factory Boardroom

Please contact Otto Jurs on 0402 205
050 or marjurs@yahoo.com.au
Wood chipper -10 Inch Farmi
Chipper. Must be in good condition
preferably with double hydraulic
feed.

THE NUTSHELL
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Time: 8:30am-12:30pm
All suppliers who do not currently have
the Premium Approved Supplier
qualification are encouraged to apply for
a position in this course by contacting
Jodie at MPC Reception on 02 6624 3900
or email reception@mpcmacs.com.au
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For Sale
Airblast Sprayer
2000L tornado single sided with Hydraulic adjustment. Excellent condition -new pump upgrades, 2 new electric control valves. and new wide flotation tyres and rims.
Price $9,000.00 plus gst
Shaun Stead 0429 668 881
(his own sprayer)
Harvester—Carraro TRX 9400

wide tyres, reversible. 3m sideshifting harvester head, Lismore Engineering wheel packs, blower, sweeper,
leaf extractor, large rear mounted hydraulic tipping bin. Good condition,
well maintained and serviced. $40,000
ono plus GST. Available now. Lismore
region.
Lindsay Hewitt (02) 6629 5245

Mulch Spreader
Vaschieri Lorenzo model.
Side delivery, Capacity 3.5m3
Spread width 500mm to 5mtrs and is
able to mix different materials at same
time.
Bi-directional floor chain, rudder
steering, mechanical braking.
Asking Price $18,500
Contact Gerald 0414 588 793 or 02
6569 3138 or oaza@iinet.net.au
Steel Mesh Bins for Sale
5 Steel mesh macadamia bins in good
condition @ $250.00 each
Willy van Tonder - 0487 508 473 or
willmarfarms@bigpond.com

Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written permission
from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has
been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for any claim which may arise from any person
acting in reliance on the information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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